
Critical Infrastructure Resilience
Understanding the landscape

A safer and better world through 
resilient infrastructure



This brief report collates findings from 
consultations (surveys, interviews and focus 
groups), reviews and desk studies, in order to 
define the ‘baseline’ of critical infrastructure 
resilience in practice.
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Our findings have been used to inform and plan 
the Resilience Shift activities moving forward (why 
we will focus on certain areas, and what we will 
do) but during the past year we also captured 
some important reminders about how we should 
proceed (‘ways of working’).

The Resilience Shift aims to make our world safer and better 
to live in, by catalysing change in how critical infrastructure 
is designed, delivered and operated. We need our critical 
infrastructure to provide key services, protect us and 
connect us whatever the future has in store. 

As practitioners who are seeking to catalyse change, 
and inform and encourage those involved in design, 
delivery and operation, we know how important it is 
to first robustly define our starting position. One of 
our principles is to focus on the supply side (providing 
what we understand is needed as opposed to creating 
demand for what we have produced). If we set the bar 
too low, no-one will be interested; we will simply be 
stating the obvious. Conversely, if we set the bar too 
high, we risk disengaging many of those who we want 
to bring with us by appearing disconnected from current 
practice. We have set out in our guiding principles that 
we will be open in everything we do, and we will ‘learn  
by doing’.  

The Lloyd’s Register Foundation ‘Foresight review on 
resilience engineering’ (Box 1) sets out an excellent 
summary of the issues and represents our starting 
point. Here we focus on what matters most to practicing 
engineers, designers, planners and consultants, what we 
can learn from best practice, and what is the state of  
the practice. 

Foreword
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1 http://www.lrfoundation.org.uk/publications/resilience-engineering.aspx

This report, published in 2015, sets the foundations for the Resilience Shift. 
The review identifies some fundamental recommendations around improving 
the understanding, communication and delivery of resilience to enhance the 
safety of life and property, including:  

• LRF should lead work to improve resilience within critical 
infrastructure sectors including food and water, energy, transportation, 
telecommunications, the built environment, and health care, recognising 
the increasing complexity and interdependence of these sectors.

• LRF should support work to improve resilience in other application 
domains (for example, organisations, cities, countries).  

• LRF should support the technical underpinnings and skills base 
needed to build resilience in critical industrial sectors and to mature the 
discipline of resilience engineering. 

The report emphasises the need for improved predictive ability but also the 
need to accept that some level of uncertainty will always exist.  The need to 
understand critical infrastructure resilience in the context of globalisation, 
and the risks to global businesses that depend on infrastructure networks, 
is also highlighted. The current lack of incentives to enhance resilience, 
combined with a need to lower barriers to investment and experimentation 
was another important finding.

The Lloyd’s Register Foundation (LRF) Foresight 
review of resilience engineering1

BOX 1

This work has taught us 
a lot about the “state-of-
the-practice” in design and 
engineering for resilience. 
This report and others in 
our agenda setting series 
make clear that what is 
needed now are ways to 
bring the academic work 
on definitions and concepts 
to life, in practice with real 
clients and users in mind.

Dr Nancy Kete, Executive Director

The Resilience Shift   

 

http://www.lrfoundation.org.uk/publications/resilience-engineering.aspx
http://www.lrfoundation.org.uk/publications/resilience-engineering.aspx
http://www.lrfoundation.org.uk/publications/resilience-engineering.aspx
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At the outset of the Resilience Shift, we set out our vision 
and anticipated outcomes (Box 2). During the past year, 
we have sought to check and challenge these goals, as 
we have developed our strategy, before progressing to the 
implementation stage of our work.

Resilience has emerged as a critical agenda for the 21st 
century. This is in response to growing recognition of 
the diversity of shocks and stresses associated with 
environmental, economic, social, and technological 
pressures which is compounded by the uncertainty 
associated with rapid urbanisation, climate change 
and resource limitations. Secondly the complexity of 
interdependent systems which support an increasing  
global population and on which the future wellbeing of 
society depends.

The ability of critical infrastructure to accommodate both 
the expected and unexpected is a pre-requisite for ensuring 
the safety of life and property over the coming decades. The 
Resilience Shift seeks to develop a robust understanding of 
what this means in practice, within and between key critical 
infrastructure sectors globally. This will require creating 
new knowledge, approaches, tools and capacity that 
will transform the way in which infrastructure is planned, 
designed, constructed and operated.

01 Introduction
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We will know we were successful if we see  
a shift from:

• Preventing failure (at a pre-defined thresholds) to 
ensuring functionality in diverse conditions.

• Considering risk to individual assets to 
understanding the contribution of socio-
technical systems to the safety and well-being  
of society.

• Describing critical infrastructure projects 
predominantly in terms of physical parameters, 
instead focussing on critical functions (E.g. to 
protect property and people, to provide essential 
services, and to enable the follow of goods, 
services, people and knowledge).

More specifically, we envisage that we will be able 
to observe:

1. Common understanding of sectors, including 
their supply chains and governance, as global 
systems and the effect of decisions within these 
systems on the resilience of society.

2. Adoption of dynamic performance (resilience) 
based design approaches in broad practice.

3. Adoption or use of tools and processes to value 
resilience and make sure that value is realised 
throughout the project lifecycle by project 
owners, developers, financiers and insurers.

4. The use of integrated systems approaches as 
context for critical infrastructure systems.

5. Integration of systems thinking and resilience 
concepts into the education and understanding 
of those responsible for planning, designing, 
delivering and operating critical infrastructure.

6. Adoption of transformative technologies that 
facilitate (rather than compromise) critical 
system functionality.

The Resilience Shift vision and outcomes – Day 1

By 2026, individuals and institutions responsible for the design, delivery and operation of critical infrastructure 
globally, will have embraced and adopted resilience concepts and practices, so that engineered structures 
and infrastructure are not only safer (do not fail), but also better assure the continuity of critical functions in the 
communities within which they are located and that they serve.

BOX 2

Those who deliver the 
critical services are largely 
forgotten in debate. They 
need the tools to help them 
understand their role in 
delivering resilient services. 
This is the interface between 
people and infrastructure

Dr Ruth Boumphrey, Director of Research

Lloyd’s Register Foundation
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2 Our methodology is summarised in a short note – see http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/20180201-Consultation-methodology.pdf  
3 http://resilienceshift.org/knowledge/

• We consulted with leading practitioners working in the infrastructure sector, 
within and external to Arup, the host institution for the Resilience Shift. Our 
consultation aimed to be broad in the geographies, sectors and skills it 
addressed, and deep in terms of sector-specific expertise. We used a mixture 
of one-to-one interviews, focus group sessions and online surveys

• Our consultees worked across multiple sectors and disciplines, and ranged 
from highly specialised analysts, to members of the Arup Group Board.  Arup 
is an independent firm of designers, planners, engineers, consultants and 
technical specialists who offer a broad range of professional services. Arup 
has offices in 32 countries, with a broad range of skills and expertise. 

• We interviewed, met with, and got survey responses from, a range of 
practitioners, from well-informed specialists, to interested generalists, and 
not surprisingly, a handful of ‘cynics’.  

• The consultation was structured around the vision and six outcomes 
presented in Box 2.   

• We gathered information and publications, and reviewed these through 
the lens of how that information might be relevant to planning, design and 
operation of infrastructure projects. Comprehensive academically focussed 
literature reviews on the topic of resilience, resilience engineering and 
infrastructure resilience already exist (including, but by no means limited to, 
the stocktaking exercises undertaken in 2017, available on our website3), but 
we also reviewed a number of very relevant ‘grey literature’ publications.

• We attended events, seminars, internal and external workshops and reached 
out to our current network of practice (and continue to do so).

What we did2 

What we found

• This report presents our key findings from the activities listed above, 
structured around the five outcomes presented in Box 2 and how these are 
reflected in current practice. We review our findings in the round in order 
to identify key opportunity areas as well as barriers we should expect to 
encounter to implementing these in practice. 

• Our sector specific findings that span across two or more of the outcomes 
are presented throughout the report.

• Outcome 4 “Integration of systems-thinking and resilience into existing 
engineering education, and new courses focused on ‘resilience engineering’” 
is not covered in any detail in this report. Most of those we consulted with 
recognised the importance of education, but did not have specific experience 
or recommendations to document here.

http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/20180201-Consultation-methodology.pdf
http://resilienceshift.org/knowledge/
https://www.arup.com/
http://resilienceshift.org/knowledge/
http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/20180201-Consultation-methodology.pdf
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6
FOCUS GROUP 
SESSIONS

40+
ATTENDEES IN  
FOCUS GROUPS

17
1-TO-1  
INTERVIEWS

182
ONLINE SURVEY  
RESPONSES

14%

14%

12%

11%

4%
3%

42%
UK
Europe

East Asia

Australasia
Americas

Africa

Middle East

Global areas where respondents predominatly work.  
Our survey respondents came from offices around the world. It 
should be noted that Arup’s UK based staff have global coverage in 
their project experience.
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Our starting point was that ‘performance-based design’ is 
increasingly used in practice - for example many seismic design 
codes adopt a performance-based approach that considers the 
functionality of a building or asset at different levels of probability 
of occurrence. Elsewhere, the nuclear industry, and other safety 
critical sectors, must demonstrate that there are no ‘cliff edges’ 
beyond the levels that are required to be designed to. More widely, 
many infrastructure contracts are now based on ‘performance-
specifications’ rather than mandated design approaches.  

02 Dynamic performance-
based design

We know that resilient solutions need to go 
beyond simply designing to prevent failure at 
fixed thresholds. 
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In our focus groups, one-to-one interviews and online survey, 
we asked consultees what the outcome “Adoption of dynamic, 
performance based design approaches in broad practice” meant in 
the context of their projects, their clients and their sectors.  

• Resilience-based design was found to be a more intuitive and therefore clearer term than 
‘dynamic, performance based design’.  

• Specific elements of engineering practice reflect resilience-based Design – for example 
from seismic design best practice, and the adoption of ‘managed adaptation’ principles in 
the water sector. 

• Challenges and barriers exist to implementing resilience-based design – a move 
towards such practice must recognise these and what they create, particularly while it is not 
mandated in design codes. 
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Fully  
functional
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earthquake 
50%, 50 years

Rare 
earthquake 
10%, 50 years

Very rare 
earthquake 
2%, 50 years

Operational
Life  
safe

Perform
ance for ordinary buildings

Perform
ance for essential buildings

Perform
ance for hazardous facilities

Near 
collapse

Performance-based design matrix for earthquakes

Figure to the right shows that combining the 
word ‘dynamic’ with the idea of performance-
based design reflects the fact that future 
demands are non stationary from a local to 
global scale.
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Novel entities

Stratospheric  
ozone depletion

Atmospheric  
aerosol loading

Ocean  
acidificationBiogeochemical  

flows

Phosphorus

Genetic 
diversity

Functional 
diversity

Nitrogen

Freshwater  
use

Land-system  
change

Biosphere  
integrity

Climate change

?

??

Beyond zone of 
uncertainty (high risk)

In zone of uncertainty 
(increasing risk)

Below boundary 
(safe)

Boundary not yet 
quantified

The nine system processes and their planetary boundaries of a safe operating system for the human 
species. These are the levels that controlled the environmental conditions prevalent while humans 
developed agriculture, cities, industry and culture that define us today.4  

The term ‘resilience-based design’ has been adopted by 
practitioners working in disaster response and in specialist 
areas such as seismic engineering5 who are seeing the need 
to move beyond performance-based design, towards a 
framework that captures the ability of structures, systems, 
communities to regain function as quickly as possible 
following an event.

We learnt that the practice of ‘adaptive management’, used 
increasingly in the water sector as a preferred alternative 
to a ‘precautionary approach’ (see Box 3) moves beyond 
designing only for safety under fixed thresholds to designing 
and planning for adaptation throughout the life of a 
project. This is very similar to the principles of ‘dynamic, 
performance-based design’ set out above.

The term Resilience-Based Design reflects the priorities of the Resilience Shift, 
as it encompasses both the different functionality thresholds of Performance-
Based Design with the need to ensure a rapid return to functionality following 
an unexpected event.

4 http://www.stockholmresilience.org/research/planetary-boundaries/planetary-boundaries/about-the-research/the-nine-planetary-boundaries.html 
5 See for example REDi – Resilience-based Earthquake Design initiative https://www.arup.com/publications/research/section/redi-rating-system

http://www.stockholmresilience.org/research/planetary-boundaries/planetary-boundaries/about-the-research/the-nine-planetary-boundaries.html
http://www.stockholmresilience.org/research/planetary-boundaries/planetary-boundaries/about-the-research/the-nine-planetary-boundaries.html
https://www.arup.com/publications/research/section/redi-rating-system
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Resilience-based design for flooding 

Recently, there has been a shift towards managed adaptive approaches 
to deal with residual uncertainty, informed by ongoing monitoring and 
forecasting (e.g. Environment Agency, 20166) and a focus on temporary 
deployable defences, which aim to make use of shared resources to adapt 
to the greatest need across the country (HM Government, 20167).

The Thames Estuary 2100 strategy is a great example of designing using an 
adaptive capacity approach, with milestones and reviews at defined points, 
and a plan for how to enhance capacity – not only of a specific flood barrier 
but of the wider system over the next 100 years. 

One consultee likened this to the ‘observational approach’ used in ground 
engineering, where there must be a plan in place for the eventuality that 
behaviours during construction, for example basement excavation, are 
different to predictions due to variability in soil behaviour.8  

The use of deployable defences has also been adopted in the US. For 
example, following Hurricane Sandy, New York City Transit invested in 
deployable flood bungs which can be used in subway tunnels across the 
network to prevent flooding (ILC Dover).9

BOX 3

Areas of practice where resilience-based design emerged most strongly were: 

• Emerging design approaches for buildings in seismic zones, which 
explicitly consider response and recovery requirements but still 
acknowledge a defined level of ground shaking.

• A managed adaptation approach in flood mitigation, which deals with  
the uncertain future, specifically for climate change, using essentially a 
staged approach.     

We also learned that data centres are designed to specified resilience levels in 
terms of number of days’ downtime per year. The driver for this is simply cost.   

Our consultees, who were mostly from a technical background, enjoyed 
debating the semantics of the terminology and how this varied between 
disciplines and sectors, but were receptive to the overall concept that 
designing only for safety at a fixed thresholds should be challenged in today’s 
uncertain world. However, we must be mindful that engineering design to 
fixed thresholds with specified loads and factors of safety, has served the 
engineering community well for many years, and established techniques 
and guidelines are notably easier to implement. If we are to promote a move 
towards ‘resilience-based design codes’ we have to recognise the legitimate 
challenges and barriers related to this. 

Resilience-based design in practice

6  https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/thames-estuary-2100-te2100 
7 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-flood-resilience-review 
8 CIRIA Report 185, (1999). The Observational Method in ground engineering: principles and applications. D P Nicholson, C-M Tse, and C Penny 
9 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-11-01/who-will-pay-for-new-yorks-subway-repairs

The REDi™ tool for assessing and 
rating the resilience of buildings 
to earthquake hazards using a 
resilience-based design approach.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/thames-estuary-2100-te2100
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-flood-resilience-review
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-11-01/who-will-pay-for-new-yorks-subway-repairs
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Tools and approaches need to be clear on what is being assessed or 
measured. A number of consultees noted the importance of metrics 
that better inform resilience, such as business interruption, rate of 
recovery, and downtime. We asked about tools and methodologies 
and found that many of these sit in specific skills areas such as 
flooding, seismic and geo-hazard.

They are typically different across different disciplines and client types 
and rarely is there a holistic and integrated approach to all hazards 
and all systems.

03 Tools and processes to 
value resilience

Tools and approaches need to be clear on what is 
being assessed or measured. 
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In our focus groups, one-to-one interviews and online survey, we asked 
consultees what the outcome “Tools and processes to value resilience 
and ensure that value is realized through the project life cycle by project 
owners, developers, financiers, and insurers” means in the context of 
their projects, their clients and their sectors.

• The majority of our consultees supported the need for new tools and approaches to make 
resilience tangible, practical and relevant.

• Whilst we know from our wider research that there are in fact numerous tools and 
approaches that can be used to value critical infrastructure resilience, we also found there 
was very little awareness of these among those we spoke to. 

• Value does not only mean economic or financial value, and the value of resilience should 
be articulated in the terms most meaningful to those who benefit. Many of our consultees 
wanted to understand how to measure resilience first, before attempting to define its value. 

• Explicit recognition of the wide-ranging benefits of resilience investments, including improved 
social capital, will help demonstrate the value of these investments. 

Resilience is still considered 
an abstract concept until 
you have tools to properly 
measure it.  
(Focus group attendee, Arup)
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WELSH WATER 
RESILIENCE 

FRAMEWORK

There are other methods currently being 
developed to assess and promote 
resilience in buildings. For example, the 
Resilience-based Earthquake Design 
Initiative (REDi) Framework, developed 
to assess earthquake resilience (Arup, 
2013), uses quantifiable metrics which 
give a rating depending on safety, 
downtime and losses. We learned 
that this approach is currently being 
adapted by Arup to consider flooding 
impacts and responses.11

The Welsh Water resilience framework12 
(Welsh Water, 2017) built on and 
adapted the City Resilience Index 
approach to develop a maturity matrix 
with four maturity levels, from meeting 
legislation to global best practice and 
horizon scanning, to assess the level of 
resilience of the organisation.

An attribute-based approach essentially reviews a system to see if it has the 
characteristics and features expected of a resilient system. The City Resilience 
Index10 is an example of this. Attribute based approaches are subjective, 
although they can be evidence-based. Whilst some existing methods offer a 
descriptive indication of resilience, most do not go as far as quantifying and 
valuing these. The City Resilience Index uses a semi-quantitative score for 
each metric based on guidance of best or worst case.

An outcome-based approach to resilience would determine the performance of 
a system following a shock event by, for example, assessing recovery time and 
what outcomes are desirable or tolerable. This approach can be analytically 
complicated, and requires robust input parameters. They are therefore more 
likely to be applied to complicated, rather than complex systems, for a single, 
known, hazard. An outcome-based approach requires engagement with the 
users of a system, in order to agree what is acceptable and communicate what 
is expected.

Approaches to understanding resilience

10 https://www.arup.com/perspectives/themes/cities/city-resilience-index 
11 http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/027_Resilience-in-Water.pdf 
12 https://www.arup.com/projects/welsh-water-resilience 
13 http://www.dwrcymru.com/~/media/Files/Consultation/2017/Welsh%20Water%202050%20Summary%20booklet%20-%20Final%20version%20-%20low%20
res%20-%20single%20pages.ashx?la=en

Dwr Cymru Welsh Water resilience framework13

Practitioners know that 
we need to design in 
resilience measures, 
rather than ‘bolting them 
on’ to existing projects.
However, they also told 
us that this is not always 
happening.

https://www.arup.com/projects/welsh-water-resilience
https://www.arup.com/perspectives/themes/cities/city-resilience-index
http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/027_Resilience-in-Water.pdf
https://www.arup.com/projects/welsh-water-resilience
http://www.dwrcymru.com/~/media/Files/Consultation/2017/Welsh%20Water%202050%20Summary%20booklet%20-%20Final%20version%20-%20low%20res%20-%20single%20pages.ashx?la=en
http://www.dwrcymru.com/~/media/Files/Consultation/2017/Welsh%20Water%202050%20Summary%20booklet%20-%20Final%20version%20-%20low%20res%20-%20single%20pages.ashx?la=en
http://www.dwrcymru.com/~/media/Files/Consultation/2017/Welsh%20Water%202050%20Summary%20booklet%20-%20Final%20version%20-%20low%20res%20-%20single%20pages.ashx?la=en
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We identified a number of tools and approaches to value resilience, where 
value encompasses a range of metrics, not only financial. Some of these are 
mentioned in other sections of this report (see for example the CIRCLE tool, and 
the Interdependency Planning and Management Framework in Section 04).  

Our list is far from exhaustive, and for us, a key finding was the limited 
awareness of our consultees of available tools. More than one of our 
interviewees commented that “resilience ratings would be useful”, which 
suggests a lack of widespread uptake awareness of the ratings that do exist. 

Tools and approaches to value resilience

• The importance of understanding and 
communicating the ‘Resilience Return on 
Investment’ (RROI, Hall et al., 201714) was a 
common theme in many of our discussions 
and consultations. Clients who recognise the 
importance of enhancing the resilience of their 
infrastructure systems still struggle to present the 
business case. 

• A standard Cost-Benefit Assessment (CBA) will not 
lead to a full understanding of system-wide benefits 
and beneficiaries. Accurate assessment needs to 
recognise non-financial aspects and to respond  
to the deep uncertainty associated with events  
and impacts.

• We learned that the insurance sector is good 
at modelling where substantial historic data is 
available. An interesting report produced for Lloyd’s 
of London sets out an approach for understanding 
the impact of extremely low likelihood events based 
on ‘modelling the counterfactuals’ by asking  
‘what-if’?15  

• Colleagues working in safety critical industries also 
described approaches using ‘SWIFT’ (structured 
‘what-if’ testing) to explore the possible outcomes 
of an unexpected event. Understanding these 
‘counterfactuals’ through modelling will help to 
conceive the impact of interventions.

• SuRe® the Standard for Sustainable and Resilient 
Infrastructure, released by Global Infrastructure 
Basel at COP23 in Bonn is a global, voluntary 
standard whereby infrastructure organizations or 
projects can achieve a gold, silver or bronze status, 
based primarily on attributes rather than outcomes.

• On behalf of the Energy, Kresge and Barr 
Foundations; Meister Consultants undertook a 
review of Voluntary Resilience Standards in 2017, 
this included certifications, benchmarking systems, 
planning frameworks and design principles. They 
“identified a crowded landscape of standards, 
varying in terms of which hazards they address, the 
scale of analysis, and performance outcomes”.

• We learnt that the Green Buildings Council in 
Australia and the Infrastructure Sustainability 
Council of Australia are applying “resilience credits” 
to new buildings and infrastructure. 

• The ‘Holistic Integrity Test’ (Dobson et al., 2016)16 
has been developed by Arup to quantify the 
response of a system before, during and after a 
shock event. 

• The Envision rating system for resilience and 
sustainability from the Institute of Sustainable 
Infrastructure17 includes credits for resilience to 
climate and other hazards.

14 http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/046_Resilience-Return-on-Investment.pdf 
15 Lloyd’s of London & RMS (2017) “Reimagining history. A counterfactual risk analysis” https://www.lloyds.com/news-and-risk-insight/risk-reports/library/
understanding-risk/reimagining-history?utm_source=Press_release&utm_medium=Press&utm_campaign=emergingrisks_CFR  
16 https://www.e3s-conferences.org/articles/e3sconf/pdf/2016/02/e3sconf_flood2016_08012.pdf 
17 https://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/

http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/046_Resilience-Return-on-Investment.pdf
https://www.lloyds.com/news-and-risk-insight/risk-reports/library/understanding-risk/reimagining-history?utm_source=Press_release&utm_medium=Press&utm_campaign=emergingrisks_CFR
https://www.e3s-conferences.org/articles/e3sconf/pdf/2016/02/e3sconf_flood2016_08012.pdf
https://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/
http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/046_Resilience-Return-on-Investment.pdf
https://www.lloyds.com/news-and-risk-insight/risk-reports/library/understanding-risk/reimagining-history?utm_source=Press_release&utm_medium=Press&utm_campaign=emergingrisks_CFR
https://www.lloyds.com/news-and-risk-insight/risk-reports/library/understanding-risk/reimagining-history?utm_source=Press_release&utm_medium=Press&utm_campaign=emergingrisks_CFR
https://www.e3s-conferences.org/articles/e3sconf/pdf/2016/02/e3sconf_flood2016_08012.pdf
https://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/
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The Dawlish sea wall, south west 
England, destroyed by storm surge 
during the storms of 2013. The repairs 
to the wall cost £35m, but the cost to 
the UK economy due to the loss of a 
key transport connection to the south 
west of England is estimated at£1.2bn 
(Devon Maritime Forum, 2014).22

(Image right) 
 

Resilience in the rail sector

Our global consultation included a number of practitioners working in the 
rail sector. They have a strong interest in resilience, being well aware of the 
impacts of failures within the rail system, and the wider impacts that these 
failures can have on the response and recovery to an event. Transportation 
infrastructure needs to continue to function in both the ordinary and the 
extraordinary and it is during the latter that the wider impact becomes 
evident. For example, the New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
(MTA) and New Jersey Transit are leading the way in terms of implementing 
measures to enhance resilience to extreme weather events following 
Superstorm Sandy in 2012, where the disruption to the transport network 
significantly impacted the regional recovery. 

These measures range from localised improvements such as movable flood 
covers for subways to more strategic changes like NJ Transit’s microgrid 
project to provide power when the centralized power grid is compromised19. 
One obvious but relevant observation was that the best time to introduce 
resilience enhancement measures is when work is being done anyway, and 
therefore any reactive engineering works, or proactive asset enhancements 
should capitalise on this opportunity.

The Rail Safety and Standard Board in the UK commissioned a 
comprehensive study on how the railway network will be affected by, and 
needs to adapt to, the impacts of climate change20, including consideration 
of the business case for interventions. Their ‘Tomorrow’s Railway and 
Climate Change Adaptation (TRaCCA) report21 includes a case study 
demonstrating the value of investing in resilience once the wider impacts 
are accounted for.

BOX 4

19 http://njtransitresilienceprogram.com/nj-transitgrid-overview 
20 Tomorrow’s Railways Climate Change Adaptation https://www.rssb.co.uk/research-development-and-innovation/research-and-development/research-project-
catalogue/t1009  
21 https://www.rssb.co.uk/research-development-and-innovation/research-and-development/research-project-catalogue/t1009 
22 https://www.devonmaritimeforum.org.uk/library/

https://www.devonmaritimeforum.org.uk/library/
http://njtransitresilienceprogram.com/nj-transitgrid-overview/
https://www.rssb.co.uk/research-development-and-innovation/research-and-development/research-project-catalogue/t1009
http://njtransitresilienceprogram.com/nj-transitgrid-overview
Tomorrow’s Railways Climate Change Adaptation https://www.rssb.co.uk/research-development-and-innovation/research-and-development/research-project-catalogue/t1009 
Tomorrow’s Railways Climate Change Adaptation https://www.rssb.co.uk/research-development-and-innovation/research-and-development/research-project-catalogue/t1009 
https://www.rssb.co.uk/research-development-and-innovation/research-and-development/research-project-catalogue/t1009
https://www.rssb.co.uk/research-development-and-innovation/research-and-development/research-project-catalogue/t1009

https://www.devonmaritimeforum.org.uk/library/
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Our hypothesis at the outset was that whilst 
the integrated system (or ‘system-of-systems’) 
may be considered at the conception of a major 
engineering project; for most of those involved in 
the design, delivery, operation and maintenance of 
these projects, much of the wider system thinking 
has been replaced by a focus on individual assets 
and schemes, which doesn’t fully capture the 
interaction of the project with other systems 
including the societal system in which it functions.  

Our hypothesis was partly confirmed, although we learned that in 
certain sectors such as safety critical industries, interdependencies 
are explicitly considered.  We found that there is a widespread and 
growing recognition of the importance of interdependencies between 
systems, but that practitioners often find it challenging to incorporate 
wider interdependencies into their approach to delivering major 
projects.  It was also recognised that systems approaches are not 
widely taught in engineering education at present, and a shift in 
thinking may be required.  

04 Systems approaches
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In our focus groups, one-to-one interviews and online survey, we 
asked consultees what the outcome “The use of integrated systems 
approaches as context for critical infrastructure systems” means in the 
context of their projects, their clients and their sectors.

• Infrastructure is a complex, adaptive system – often there are dependencies that we aren’t 
aware of.

• There is recognition of integrated systems approaches, but more needs to be done – 
there is also growing recognition of the interdependencies between infrastructure systems. 
However, the question is often “too difficult” to answer.

• Sectors differ in their understanding – some sectors have more experience than others in 
integrated systems approaches within and between infrastructure sectors. We were advised 
that most infrastructure sectors recognise and consider their dependence on energy supply 
for example.  

Tightly-coupled system – where 
small failures can result in a chain 
of events which cant be stopped

Complex systems – where 
components can interact in 
unexpected ways, and events 
cannot necessarily be anticipated

Infrastructure is becoming increasingly integrated, 
tightly-coupled and complex. Our consultation 
emphasised that infrastructure is often “designed 
for one purpose and funded by one agency”. It was 
agreed however, that this is “a missed opportunity” 
for increasing a systems resilience, and an area where 
change is needed.

We examined how integrated systems approaches are currently adopted 
in practice. Two key terms used in this area are complexity and 
interdependencies. These issues were widely acknowledged across the 
consultation. This section represents the feedback and wider thinking about 
the nature of interdependencies 

We pay a lot of attention 
to building harder/tougher 
infrastructure and not 
enough attention on how 
people engage with the 
system so that they can 
bounce back. How do 
we ensure we maintain 
power, water, transport, 
communications but also 
have access to health and 
food?
Peter Chamley, Director

Chair of Arup’s Global Infrastructure 
Practice
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While the concepts were understood by those we talked to, there was a 
feeling that in practice, the complexity of infrastructure systems and hence 
their potential to respond in unexpected ways, is not given sufficient weight.  
Secondly, system interdependencies, whilst acknowledged, do not tend to be 
rigorously assessed, and therefore the potential for small failures to cascade 
into something bigger is not dealt with in engineering projects. There are of 
course exceptions to this, for example High Reliability Organisations (HROs).23 

Use of integrated systems approaches  
in practice

The overriding message was of awareness – but not application – of integrated 
systems approaches in practice. One respondent told us that the “question is 
always too difficult”. 

The complexity of individual systems also means that it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to access the knowledge needed to understand all 
aspects of an infrastructure system-of-systems. 

An essential consideration for all infrastructure systems is their direct and 
indirect interactions with the people who use, operate, maintain and own 
them. The importance of defining the role of humans in the system to achieve 
resilient performance was emphasised by many people we spoke to.

Several examples were identified where integrated systems approaches 
have been used in practice, with explicit consideration of interdependencies 
between sectors. Most were focused around the loss of power and its impact 
on dependent infrastructure systems. Similarly, the interface that ports  
have with other infrastructure sectors often considers an integrated  
systems approach.

23 https://www.nic.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/CCCC17A21-Project-Literature-Review.pdf 
24 http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/034_Learning-for-Resilience-and-Complex-Systems-Thinking.pdf

Does system 
complexity enhance 
resilience or create 
vulnerabilities?

In short, it can do both. Kupers 
and Foden (2017)24 note “no 
complexity, no resilience” but, 
conversely, we found that 
it is important to recognise 
that “systems can fail, even 
if everything works as it is 
supposed to”. 

INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS

The elements of infrastructure systems 
© Arup. An infrastructure system 
represents a series of connected 
nodes (assets) at known geographical 
locations (e.g. an electricity substation), 
which provide a service (e.g. power 
supply). A set of multiple systems is 
referred to as an infrastructure network, 
or system-of-systems.

Governance

Human Resources

Finances

Water

Telecommunications

Energy

Transport

https://www.nic.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/CCCC17A21-Project-Literature-Review.pdf
https://www.nic.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/CCCC17A21-Project-Literature-Review.pdf
http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/034_Learning-for-Resilience-and-Complex-Systems-Thinking.pdf
http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/034_Learning-for-Resilience-and-Complex-Systems-Thinking.pdf
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Water

Transport

Energy

Cross- 
sectoral

Other

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Commonly Sometimes Not generally Never

Assessing infrastructure system interdependencies can be approached across 
a range of complexity levels. Ultimately, this is dependent on data availability, 
expert knowledge, and technical capability (e.g. computational modelling) 
regarding the networks and systems being assessed. Analysis is further 
complicated by the extremely large and disparate cross-sector analysis that is 
required and the various known and unknown effects a particular failure can 
have across multiple systems.

The consultation showed ... 

Examples of integrated systems approaches 
in practice

• Business Continuity practitioners need to 
understand infrastructure dependencies as these 
have significant business impacts.

• Infrastructure planning consultants have emerging 
interests in understanding the co-location of 
infrastructure and future-proofing for co-location as 
key considerations in infrastructure projects. In the 
UK the Interdependency Planning & Management 
Framework (IP&MF) developed by the International 
Centre for Infrastructure Futures (ICIF), which 
has been tested on the UK’s High Speed 2 rail 
development and which has subsequently been 
included in the UK Governments Green Book.25

• The Infrastructure Transitions Research Consortium 
(ITRC)26 assessed locations throughout England and 
Wales in terms of their infrastructure co-location or 
interconnectivity for UK HM Treasury.

• The 100 Resilient Cities programme 27 addresses 
interdependencies through early consultation with 
a city, using workshops and tools to assess and 
categorize and complex process.

• The SCIRT (Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure  
Rebuild Team)28 recognised that reconstruction 
following the earthquake that hit Christchurch, 
New Zealand is a multi-organisational and complex 
process.

• The CIRCLE (Critical Infrastructures: Relations 
and Consequences for Life and Environment) Tool, 
has been developed by Deltares29 to assess the 
uncertainty around the indirect cross-sector impacts 
of a hazard event.

• The CAESAR tool, from the Fraunhofer Institute30 
for the assessment and understanding of cascade 
effects in supply networks.  

• In Singapore, the Centre for Public Project 
Management (CP2M) is intended be the ‘spider 
in the web’, facilitating workshops across 
infrastructure sectors to ensure that value in large 
infrastructure projects is captured.

BOX 5

25 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/417822/PU1798_Valuing_Infrastructure_Spend_-_lastest_draft.pdf 
26 http://www.itrc.org.uk/ 
27 https://www.100resilientcities.org/ 
28 https://scirtlearninglegacy.org.nz/ 
29 https://www.deltares.nl/en/software/circle-critical-infrastructures-relations-and-consequences-for-life-and-environment-2/ 
30 https://www.emi.fraunhofer.de/en/business-units/security/research/analysis-of-the-cascade-effects-in-supply-networkssoftwaretool-c.html

The consultation showed 
that 30-40% of respondents 
commonly consider 
interdependencies within their 
projects, with some variation 
between sectors. However, 
30-40% either do not generally 
or never consider infrastructure 
interdependencies in their 
projects.

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/417822/PU1798_Valuing_Infrastructure_Spend_-_lastest_draft.pdf
http://www.itrc.org.uk/
http://www.itrc.org.uk/
https://www.deltares.nl/en/software/circle-critical-infrastructures-relations-and-consequences-for-life-and-environment-2/
https://www.deltares.nl/en/software/circle-critical-infrastructures-relations-and-consequences-for-life-and-environment-2/
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/417822/PU1798_Valuing_Infrastructure_Spend_-_lastest_draft.pdf
http://www.itrc.org.uk/
https://www.100resilientcities.org/
https://scirtlearninglegacy.org.nz/
https://www.deltares.nl/en/software/circle-critical-infrastructures-relations-and-consequences-for-life-and-environment-2/
https://www.emi.fraunhofer.de/en/business-units/security/research/analysis-of-the-cascade-effects-in-supply-networkssoftwaretool-c.html
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Some (not all) respondents had the perception that there is a knowledge 
gap in terms of how to deal with sector interdependencies. Some 
organisations don’t fully understand their own systems, let alone their wider 
interdependencies. This lack of understanding results in the current approach 
where either resilience is provided through duplication of systems or by taking 
a reactive approach and improving resilience after an event.

Industry is still typically looking at ‘their system’ rather than considering ‘the 
system’. One industry expert noted that the lack of understanding by one 
sector of other areas/networks can be “almost dangerous”.

• The considerable time that would be required to undertake such 
interdependency assessments across sectors was cited as a limiting factor 
for many organizations who already have a significant workload dealing 
with their own systems.

• In any assessment of value, the focus on ‘who pays’ and ‘who benefits’ 
can present a barrier.

“If we are trying to improve resilience for someone else in the system, the 
client will legitimately ask why and how much they are paying for someone 
else to benefit.”

The interdependent nature of infrastructure systems, and the need to 
recognise that these are socio-technical systems i.e. humans are a 
fundamental part of these systems, both during the ordinary and the extra-
ordinary, emerged as something that practitioners know is important, but do 
not routinely consider in projects, certainly beyond the planning stage.   

Integrated catchment management in 
the water sector

Arup’s Design with Water integrates a catchment scale 
approach with planning and other sectors, and enables 
collaboration with Government, regulators, business, 
third sector and local communities (Arup, 2013).31 
Such an approach can be used at varying scales, from 
smaller rivers within Welsh Counties, to the Nile River 
basin spanning multiple countries. 

BOX 6

Observations

31 https://www.arup.com/publications/promotional-materials/section/design-with-water

https://www.arup.com/publications/promotional-materials/section/design-with-water
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Our power grids are 
becoming ever more crucial. 
Cities will be paralyzed 
without electricity, and the 
lights going out will be the 
least of the consequences… 
everything else that urban 
life depends on is vulnerable 
to breakdowns, errors, or 
even intentional sabotage of 
the system.
Subject matter expert, Arup

A typical nationwide electricity grid and possible storage locations. The microgrid 
shows the sort of system which could be developed for communities in countries 
lacking a nationwide grid. These can be connected up later to form such a grid. 
Lloyd’s Register Foundation (2017) “Foresight review of energy storage”

Power 
generator

Transmission 
network

Step-down 
substation

Distribution 
network
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Resilience practices in the Energy sector

Our infrastructure, and the way we use it, is becoming 
increasingly dependent on a continuous power supply. 
This need for a reliable supply in the face of a surge 
in demand sits alongside the need to decarbonise our 
energy and deliver it at an affordable cost. These three 
components of the ‘energy trilemma’ are inherently 
linked with the resilience of power systems.

The concept of ‘n-1’, and ‘n+1’ was discussed by 
practitioners in energy and power distribution in terms 
of how many components of a system or sub-system 
can fail before a larger failure occurs, or conversely 
how much back up there is within a system. Reporting 
on flooding in Lancaster, UK during December 201528 
and another report by University College London29 have 
identified the potential for cascading failures following 
wide-area power failures.

‘Known’ stresses on power supply systems include 
the move towards electric vehicles, and the need to 
decarbonise domestic heating, which in the UK is 
primarily through gas boilers. 

Our subject matter experts highlighted a suite of 
additional emerging issues, including the future role 
of inter-connectors, ‘vehicle to grid’, and block chain 
technology for financial transactions.

The changing energy landscape, through 
decentralisation of energy supplies and the forming of 
microgrids is making resilience and integrated systems 
approaches increasingly importance. These changes 
have the potential to enhance resilience as long as they 
are introduced with resilience in mind.

Black sky hazards are of increasing interest across 
all infrastructure sectors. “In Black Sky hazards, long 
duration, potentially nationwide power outages and 
associated cascading failures of all lifeline utilities will 
drastically limit availability of such “external” support, 
precisely at the time when it is desperately needed by 
the population. Thus “scaling up” disaster plans that 
depend on such external support will be insufficient to 
meet the unique needs of these severe scenarios.”30 

BOX 7

Resilience practices in the Energy sector

Our infrastructure, and the way we use it, is becoming 
increasingly dependent on a continuous power supply. 
This need for a reliable supply in the face of a surge 
in demand sits alongside the need to decarbonise our 
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components of the ‘energy trilemma’ are inherently 
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The concept of ‘n-1’, and ‘n+1’ was discussed by 
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of how many components of a system or sub-system 
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on flooding in Lancaster, UK during December 201532 
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identified the potential for cascading failures following 
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have the potential to enhance resilience as long as they 
are introduced with resilience in mind.

Black sky hazards are of increasing interest across 
all infrastructure sectors. “In Black Sky hazards, long 
duration, potentially nationwide power outages and 
associated cascading failures of all lifeline utilities will 
drastically limit availability of such “external” support, 
precisely at the time when it is desperately needed by 
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meet the unique needs of these severe scenarios.”34 

BOX 7

Digitally connected infrastructure systems

Arup and University College London recently worked 
with the UK’s National Infrastructure Commission 
to highlight important aspects of integrating digital 
systems into existing (legacy) infrastructure.35 The 
increasing use of ‘digitally-connected infrastructure’ 
or ‘infratech’, ranging from sensors to monitor bridges 
and tunnels, to the use of mobile communications and 
technology in our trains is helping our infrastructure 
systems become more efficient, more responsive to 
information, and safer in day to day operations. The 
Arup UCL report highlights the need for infrastructure 
owners and operators, and government and regulators 
to be mindful of the complexity that adding these digital 
overlays can create. The report emphasises:

• The need to balance the benefits of digital 
technology such as efficiency and speed with 
awareness of vulnerabilities that increasing reliance 
on digital systems can create.

• Infrastructure systems are already complex, highly 
interdependent, and tightly coupled. Overlaying 
these systems with digital systems is already 
prevalent, and will become more so in future. This 
will further increase complexity, and will probably 
create new ‘emergent’ properties that we do not yet 
fully appreciate.

• Within the situation described above, evidence 
suggests that not all accidents can be avoided, and 
focus should be on the adaptability, flexibility and 
recovery properties of systems and organisations to 
mitigate the impact of such ‘normal accidents’.

• Failures in infrastructure systems are exacerbated 
by their inherent interconnectivity. Systems, 
networks and assets depend on each other 
as well as being dependent upon themselves. 
Dependencies often result from design, necessity or 
system evolution.

BOX 8

32 Royal Academy of Engineering (2016) Living without Electricity: One city’s experience of coping with loss of power. https://www.raeng.org.uk/publications/
reports/living-without-electricity 
33 Pescaroli et al. (2017) Cascading effects and escalations in wide-area power failures: A summary for emergency planners 
34 http://www.eiscouncil.com/App_Data/Upload/c5c41240-bfc7-4264-aa32-8d23a910c0a1.pdf 
35 https://www.nic.org.uk/publications/resilience-digitally-connected-infrastructure-systems/

http://www.eiscouncil.com/App_Data/Upload/c5c41240-bfc7-4264-aa32-8d23a910c0a1.pdf
https://www.nic.org.uk/publications/resilience-digitally-connected-infrastructure-systems/
https://www.raeng.org.uk/publications/reports/living-without-electricity
https://www.raeng.org.uk/publications/reports/living-without-electricity
http://www.eiscouncil.com/App_Data/Upload/c5c41240-bfc7-4264-aa32-8d23a910c0a1.pdf
https://www.nic.org.uk/publications/resilience-digitally-connected-infrastructure-systems/
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Many of our consultees had mixed feelings regarding whether 
technology has the potential to transform the resilience of critical 
infrastructure systems. It was certainly a topic that generated diverse 
points of view. This is well-illustrated by the figure opposite, which 
summarises the impact that smart city technology can have on 
resilience as being able to either enhance, inform, or degrade.

05 Use of transformative 
technologies
This section considers what the outcome 
“Emergence of transformative technologies that 
facilitate critical system functionality” means in 
the context of critical infrastructure systems. We 
did not constrain our definition of transformative 
technologies during our consultation, as we 
wanted to collate wide-ranging views.
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Technologies can both enhance resilience and introduce vulnerabilities – 
there was no consensus emerging from our consultation.  

• It is essential to recognise and work with drivers of technology and influence this 
transformation, rather than working against it

• Smart infrastructure was widely discussed, though its potential impact remained unclear to 
those we spoke to.  

• Most examples of ‘transformative technologies’ in practice appear to have the function of 
informing resilience decision making through smarter, quicker, more effective use of data. 

The digitization of electrical 
infrastructure creates 
real-time information, but 
also exposes physical 
infrastructure to cyber-
attacks.    
Online survey response

The different ways in which smart infrastructure solutions can impact on the resilience of 
infrastructure and the people who use and operate it. (after Cousins et al., 2017) 36  

Social Social

Operational Operational

Gathering 
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Analysing 
information

Displaying 
information

Economic Economic

36 http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/027_Resilience-in-Water.pdf

Smart 
Infrastructure

Smart  
causing fragility 

Smart informing resilience

Smart  
creating resilience 

http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/027_Resilience-in-Water.pdf
http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/027_Resilience-in-Water.pdf
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A focus group workshop told us that technology is most often used in 
infrastructure to enhance its efficiency, and there is a need to be mindful of 
whether these improvements will enhance or degrade resilience. The Institution 
of Civil Engineers in the UK held a conference on ‘Shaping a Digital Future’ in 
October 201737 where 65% of the audience responding to a live poll answered 
that they did not believe that efficiency is the enemy of resilience, the 
remaining 35% believing that it could be.

A relevant summary of the impact of technology on infrastructure can be found 
in a recently released report by Pinsent Masons and the ICE38 which found that 
97% of their survey respondents said that technology is a deciding factor 
in new infrastructure projects. For our baselining purposes it is also really 
important to understand that 47% of the investors they surveyed pointed 
to cost savings over the life of the asset as a key driver for infratech. 

Such drivers risk embedding the tension between management for resilience 
and management for efficiency that was highlighted in the Lloyd’s Register 
Foundation ‘Foresight review of resilience engineering’.39

We did not go into great detail on issues relating to cyber-security during our 
consultations and research, recognising that this is a specialist area with a 
huge amount of ongoing work in all parts of the world (see for example the US 
Department of Defense Cyber Security Strategy, or the National Cyber Security 
Centre in the UK). However, many consultees commented on cyber-security in 
the context of transformative technologies.

In many cases, there is similarity in the impact of digital failures on 
infrastructure systems, such as the potential for cascading failures – whether 
the initial event was triggered by malicious attack, human error, accidents, or 
natural hazards.

What if technology 
fails?
Because we are generally 
unaware of how much we use 
such technology, we do not 
anticipate or cope well with its 
failure. It is striking how quickly 
people have unlearnt how to live 
without mobile communication or 
other smart devices  
(Neef et al., 2017) 37

Transformative technologies in practice

Our research told us that:

• Most transformative technologies control or warn, rather 
than enhance. Technology is part of a solution to a 
specific challenge. Technology is usually an enabler rather 
than a standalone solution.

• The recently opened Queensferry Crossing in Scotland 
was cited by several consultees as an excellent 
example of the innovative use of technology on a 
major infrastructure project. The bridge has thousands 
of embedded sensors giving advanced warning of 
maintenance or more significant structural issues, 
enabling efficient and timely programming of  
maintenance activities.40

• The same bridge also uses advanced technologies to 
monitor weather conditions, particularly wind, and it is 
able to stay open in more extreme conditions because of 
its innovative wind barriers. 

• The future of the water industry and the multiple 
challenges it faces are likely to be transformed by  
digital solutions.41 

• Smart water networks are described by SWAN, The 
Smart Water Networks Forum, UK as the “collection of 
data-driven components helping to operate the data-less 
physical layer of pipes, pumps, reservoirs and valves. 
Water utilities are gradually deploying more data-enabled 
components. It’s up to us to make the most out of them, 
by turning the discrete elements into a cohesive  
‘overlay network’.”

• It was noted that most new technologies provide a huge 
amount of data, and there are opportunities in terms 
of how best we use this, including understanding and 
predicting when infrastructure failures may occur. Big 
data will be a key opportunity to improve infrastructure 
resilience. Often organisations have a lot of data and 
don’t necessarily know what to do with it. One respondent 
noted “We should be doing more with asset intelligence 
modelling”. The UK’s National Infrastructure Commission’s 
report “Data for the Public Good” (December 2017)42 
deals with this issue.

37 http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/037_Engineering-Resilient-Urban-Cyber-Landscapes.pdf 
38 Pinsent Masons (October 2017) “The evolution of Infratech” 
39 http://www.lrfoundation.org.uk/publications/resilience-engineering.aspx 
40 https://www.arup.com/projects/queensferry-crossing 
41 https://research.arup.com/projects/digital-tide-envisioning-the-water-industry-in-2050/ 
42 https://www.nic.org.uk/publications/data-public-good/

http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/037_Engineering-Resilient-Urban-Cyber-Landscapes.pdf
http://www.lrfoundation.org.uk/publications/resilience-engineering.aspx
http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/037_Engineering-Resilient-Urban-Cyber-Landscapes.pdf
http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/037_Engineering-Resilient-Urban-Cyber-Landscapes.pdf
http://www.lrfoundation.org.uk/publications/resilience-engineering.aspx
https://www.arup.com/projects/queensferry-crossing
https://research.arup.com/projects/digital-tide-envisioning-the-water-industry-in-2050/
https://www.nic.org.uk/publications/data-public-good/
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We asked what new 
technologies were used in 
practice. Our consultees 
favoured monitoring, through 
embedded sensors and smart 
infrastructure solutions (see for 
example the work being done 
by the Cambridge Centre for 
Smart Infrastructure.43)

Observations
Views varied between those who were big proponents of transformative 
technologies and their potential to enhance infrastructure resilience, and those 
who expressed concern about a focus on technologies without recognizing or 
understanding associated vulnerabilities, or duly recognizing the importance of 
human interaction with technologies.

People we spoke to argued that many engineers do not have sufficient training 
to keep them abreast of technological advances that are now being integrated 
into critical infrastructure systems. This practical holistic understanding of 
systems and technology is needed so engineers on the ground can manage 
systems and assets. Concerns were expressed about infrastructure operators/
owners losing staff with many years of knowledge and experience of 
systems, and a lack of “corporate memory”. Such inherent knowledge of an 
infrastructure system cannot be replaced through education alone.

43 https://www-smartinfrastructure.eng.cam.ac.uk/

Automation         Big Data         BIM         Climate Change        Controls

Fuel / Power Source        Materials        Monitor        Payment Methods

Survey        Technology        Transport Controls        Other

It’s interesting to see the diversity of views about digital technologies and 
their role in enhancing the resilience of infrastructure systems. 

My own view is that those of us focussed on the resilience agenda need to 
promote and encourage the uptake of technologies, but, really importantly, 
where these are being adopted because of drivers other than resilience, 
to work with the system owners and operators to ensure that everyone is 
mindful of the potential impact on resilience. We must ensure that we don’t 
build features into our systems now that we will regret in the future when we 
fully understand the implications.

Dr Juliet Mian, Infrastructure Resilience, Arup

As systems become more 
complex the engineers in 
charge of operating the 
system become less familiar 
with methods of fixing  
the problems.  
Focus group participant, Arup
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https://www-smartinfrastructure.eng.cam.ac.uk/
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The challenge we have defined, based on our work during Year 1, 
is to make critical infrastructure resilience tangible, which is to an 
extent about communication and clarity in what we mean; to make 
it practical through provision of existing and if necessary new tools 
and approaches, and to make it relevant to what practitioners 
need to think about on a Monday morning. We have been reminded 
that people’s day jobs are governed by regulation, legislation and 
standards, and that incentives are needed that work in this context.  

06 Key findings
The Resilience Shift has adopted a core principle 
‘to focus on the supply side’, meaning, to provide 
what we know is needed, rather than to create a 
demand for our products. To do this, it is essential 
that we understand the landscape in which  
we are operating.  
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We asked our interviewees, survey respondents and focus groups 
where they saw the greatest opportunities, and what they thought were 
barriers in terms of achieving the vision and outcomes defined in Box 2.  
Barriers are often very specific to different sectors because of how these 
sectors are organised, and a shift to overcoming these barriers can’t be 
achieved without a really deep understanding of these sectors.  

It is fair to say that more barriers were identified than opportunities, 
which is indicative of where our baseline is.  However, an overarching 
observation is that everyone agreed on the importance of change.  

Our discussions tended to focus less on the people or systems behind assets and the societies 
impacted by infrastructure, and more on the physical infrastructure itself. This is likely to be 
because we engaged primarily with engineering practitioners, who are accustomed to think in 
terms of specific infrastructure projects. However, we also learned that exceptional resilience 
solutions will only be achieved through wider considerations, and therefore that thinking needs 
to change.

• Poor planning and governance were most common barriers across sectors, followed by 
ageing infrastructure, flooding, infrastructure failures and climate change.

• Particular shocks and stresses currently drive resilience thinking in different sectors which is 
one reason why approaches are commonly siloed. 

• Understanding what matters to stakeholders in terms of what they value is key, and there is 
opportunity around developing a user-centred approach. This is critical to enable resilience to 
be offered in a way that aligns to user’s aims, objectives and remit, and avoids them rejecting 
resilience out of hand.

• Our consultees made it really clear that we have to recognise why infrastructure is typically 
planned, designed and operated in silos. It is difficult for practitioners to go beyond 
their sphere of influence, and they are given no mandate to do so, from the way projects 
are procured and specified, down to the codes and standards they are designed and 
constructed to.

Tremendous work has been 
done in developing the 
theoretical basis for a shift 
in infrastructure resilience.  
Now it’s time to work out 
the practical principles that 
will enable industry and the 
public sector to deliver a 
higher level of resilience.  
Jan Reier Huse, Vice President, 

Lloyd’s Register Foundation
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We learned during this year that how we talk about critical infrastructure 
resilience is really important, and we received direct feedback to avoid 
complex, specialist language, and most importantly to avoid ‘jargon’ – if 
practitioners don’t understand the six outcomes, we know we will struggle to 
accelerate theory into practice. 

Despite the significant and growing body of academic work on critical 
infrastructure resilience, resolution of definitions awaits input from practical 
application. What is needed now is not more debate over definitions and 
concepts, but rather transparent work to bring the best concepts into practice 
and evaluate the impacts.

Making resilience tangible, 
practical and relevant 

We asked for tangible examples of 
resilient infrastructure in practice, 
and these were notable in their 
absence. Only about 30% of our 
survey respondents provided an 
answer, and at least one answer 
simply said “sadly, no” to having 
examples of resilient infrastructure 
in practice.  
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Our survey respondents identified health and safety as the primary driver for clients 
to introduce resilience measures, with cost coming second, and surprisingly little 
consideration of some of the other factors.  
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Clarifying risk and resilience
A prime illustration of the communication challenge is the tension between 
assessment and management of risk, and planning and designing for 
resilience. The difference between the two is covered extensively in literature 
(e.g. Park et al., 201144, Linkov et al., 201745) but clarity has not fully 
permeated into practice.

The assessment of risk is essential to inform decisions during planning, 
design, construction and operation of critical infrastructure. Resilience wraps 
around this to provide a holistic framework, and describes the attributes 
needed for a complex system to continue to function under stress. 

When asked to define the difference between 
risk and resilience, 37% of our survey 
respondents either did not respond, or 
answered ‘don’t know/not sure’. From those 
who did respond there was a mixture of 
responses from ‘unclear’ to a ‘good level  
of understanding’.

We recognise that this needs clarification, and 
not in a ‘wrong vs right’ way.

Our interviews suggested that infrastructure 
clients are more familiar with the term risk, and 
are more likely to ask for a risk assessment 
or a business continuity assessment, than a 
resilience assessment.

44 Park, J., Seager, TP & Rao, S. (2011) “Lessons in risk- versus resilience-based design and management” Integrated Environmental Assessment Management. 
45 Linkov, I & Palma-Oliveira, J. (2017) “Resilience and Risk. Methods and Application in Environment, Cyber and Social Domains” 
46 https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/resilience-in-the-round/

Resilience of what, 
to what? 
Frequently, discussions on 
resilience reverted to more 
specific discussions on ‘climate 
resilience’ and often in the 
context of specific assets. 
However, our survey respondents 
rated a whole suite of drivers 
as being critical to future 
infrastructure resilience, so it 
is clear that practitioners are 
aware that there is much more 
to infrastructure resilience than 
climate hazards. 

Resilience thinking is at its most powerful when we broaden the scope to being 
resilient no matter what. A holistic approach to all hazards, both known and 
unknown, is less common – understandably as this requires a real change in how 
we think about things. The ‘Resilience in the Round’ approach adopted in the UK 
water sector46 in response to recommendations from the regulator is one example. 
Business continuity assessments also adopt a holistic approach, although typically 
focussed on single organisations or facilities, not the wider systems which they are 
part of. 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/resilience-in-the-round/
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/resilience-in-the-round/
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We asked our survey respondents what the most critical drivers were towards 
adopting a resilience-based approach. Understanding these drivers, and 
recognising that there are many, will help to articulate the opportunity.

Economic instability

Congestion

Space weather

Geological hazards 

Poor planning/governance 

Climate change 

Ageing infrastructure 

Flooding 

Fire events 

Environmental pollution 

Water supply contamination 

Infrastructure failures

Malicious attacks

Civil Unrest

Terroism

Theft

5: Most 1: Least 

Going against the tide

The statement “It’s hard to sell a swamp to an engineer” 
(Kupers & Foden, 2017)47 in the context of promoting green 
infrastructure for adaptive capacity, demonstrates the 
challenge, and one that many of our consultees expressed 
in one way or another. Some of the principles of resilience-
based design, for example the implementation of green 
infrastructure in flood zones, runs contrary to the core 
engineering practices of many firms. “They are not blueprint 
driven and continue to evolve during the operation phase; 
the standard stage gates of project management of design, 
construction and operational phases do not apply in the  
same way.”47

Infrastructure practitioners are always required to work within 
defined boundaries and budgets, and therefore to prioritise 
actions within these boundaries. Both clients and their 
advisors can be reluctant to extend their scope beyond what 
is required to deliver the task in hand. A relevant concern was 
raised about commercial and contractual arrangements, and 
how to allocate and accept liabilities in infrastructure projects 
if our design needs to be more focussed on outcomes not 
outputs.

47 http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/034_Learning-for-Resilience-and-Complex-Systems-Thinking.pdf

http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/034_Learning-for-Resilience-and-Complex-Systems-Thinking.pdf
http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/034_Learning-for-Resilience-and-Complex-Systems-Thinking.pdf
http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/034_Learning-for-Resilience-and-Complex-Systems-Thinking.pdf
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We asked our survey respondents which outcomes they see used in the 
infrastructure sector they work in. This tells us that take-up is low across the 
board, but then we have also learnt that part of the problem is about clarity of 
terminology.
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Our consultation told us that the barriers to changing the way infrastructure 
resilience is approached in practice are greater in some sectors than others.  
The nuclear sector and the oil and gas sector already tend to invest greater 
resources into resilience, which is largely driven by regulation and health and 
safety. There is an opportunity to learn from these sectors, whilst being clear 
that not everything is transferrable. Skills in the fields of security, flood risk 
management and geohazard assessment appear to be leading best  
practice for resilience, although they are typically focused on single and 
known hazards.

It was recognised as both an opportunity and a barrier that in many parts 
of the world, practitioners are under pressure to do more with less money. 
This brings the concept of multi-functionality to the fore, and can be used to 
promote a systemic approach to resolving infrastructure challenges.

The 100RC/EY report48 “Getting real about resilience” reports that both 
city governments and the private sectors struggle to incorporate resilience 
thinking at all stages of a project life-cycle. They also found a concern across 
all sectors that there aren’t enough incentives at present to consistently see 
resilience thinking in infrastructure projects.

Opportunities and barriers

 “Which of these outcomes (Box 2) are currently used in 
the infrastructure sector you work in?”

48 http://www.ey.com/gl/en/industries/government---public-sector/ey-getting-real-about-resilience

A global movement 
for change
The Resilience Shift is a global 
movement for change, and we 
engaged with and researched 
best practice across multiple 
geographies (with a focus on 
English language publications).

We learned, both from our 
conversations and our research, 
how much variation there is in 
different countries. It is fair to 
say that the majority of findings 
set out in this report are most 
relevant in developed, regulated 
economies with a mix of public 
and private sectors involved 
in infrastructure systems, from 
inception through to operation 
and maintenance.

Moving forward, we will 
undertake to provide clarity to 
our community in terms of who 
will benefit from the outputs of 
the Resilience Shift.

http://www.ey.com/gl/en/industries/government---public-sector/ey-getting-real-about-resilience
http://www.ey.com/gl/en/industries/government---public-sector/ey-getting-real-about-resilience
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Interestingly, a lack of awareness of resilience thinking or options was by 
far the most significant barrier identified (see figure below). A number of 
respondents noted that clients appear to have increased levels of interest 
in resilience following an event, whether this had affected their operations 
directly or not. We were told that organisations are often ‘blinkered by the 
complexity and scale of the subject’, which may be the case, but this is part 
of our challenge in the Resilience Shift, to create outputs that will help us to 
communicate complex and multi-scale issues with clarity and focus.

As well as awareness, there is the question of appetite for change. Within our 
consultation, more than one subject matter expert noted strongly that that 
they did not see the need for a paradigm shift, only for ‘improvements’. In 
another discussion, the Middle East was cited as an environment where  
there may be little appetite for change unless there are reputational or 
compliance issues.

• We were told that “we work to codes, while we often don’t remember why 
they are there.” On the other hand, we were reminded that compliance 
with code requirements is something that both engineers and clients 
understand and are familiar with; often, clients are exclusively interested in 
compliance. 

• Current procurement methods rarely encourage, and often stifle uptake 
of innovation within a project. Project scope necessarily has to be 
constrained, and boundaries imposed.

• The regulatory industry is disproportionately focused on short-term 
outcomes and short term cost-benefit ratios. In the UK water sector for 
example, the regulatory environment is short-term orientated through 
the five year Asset Management Period (AMP) cycle for business plans 
and reporting. This does not encourage medium to long term planning as 
costs and outcomes are often viewed within the five year lens.
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Understanding the barriers that are preventing 
a move towards resilience-based design in our 
infrastructure projects was one of our primary 
objectives of this study. The outputs and 
outcomes of the Resilience Shift will only be 
effective if they recognise such barriers.
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We should avoid suggesting that some approaches are wrong and 
some are right, and have learned that suggesting the need for a 
‘paradigm shift’ can cause tension. Nonetheless, our findings support 
our view that a transformational change is required in terms of how 
the resilience of critical infrastructure is approached in practice. 

Above all this report underlines the need for an approach based on 
practice rather than theory. We live in a ‘show me’ not a ‘tell me’ 
world. This report deals directly with the key concepts that matter 
to professionals, be they designers, engineers, asset owners or 
investors, in terms of what to do differently on Monday morning if 
they want to enhance resilience of critical infrastructure.  

07 Closing comments
This consultation and review has reminded us that 
change must be grown, not imposed 
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This means tools and approaches to make 
resilience tangible, practical and relevant to 
those developing, designing, financing, and 
operating critical infrastructure.

Shifting best practice towards 
resilience-based design will be 
best achieved by a combination of 
promises and threats, or ‘carrots and 
sticks’ –  clearer demonstration of 
the resilience dividend as a reward 
for implementing resilience, versus 
penalties such as failure to comply 
with resilience standards (for instance, 
rising insurance premiums). There is 
plenty of good practice and smart 
thinking out there, and we should work 
actively with these initiatives to ‘scale’ 
up infrastructure resilience.  

Infrastructure projects 
have conventionally been 
approached in relative 
isolation, with inadequate 
consideration given to how 
they integrate and interact 
with broader systems 
that make up the context 
surrounding them.  
Grafius et al., (2017)49

49 Grafius, D., Kim, H. & J. Whyte (2017) “Ecological interdependencies of infrastructure projects.” International Symposium for the Next Generation of 
Infrastructure” http://isngi.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/ISNGI2017finalforweb.pdf 

Our research tells us that there is a need to articulate to stakeholders 
throughout the value chain of critical infrastructure projects how they would 
benefit from a resilience-based approach, as an inherent part of a project, 
not as a ‘bolt-on’ considered at the last minute. Most of those we engaged 
with understood that we live in a much more complex, interdependent world 
and that the future is not likely to be the same as the past, but they didn’t 
necessarily have clear directions of travel for dealing with this uncertainty.  

We need to focus 
on developing and 
communicating 
incentives that will drive 
infrastructure decision 
making to be more 
resilience-focussed, 
including standards, 
policy, finance and 
insurance.

A message that came through loud and clear from our research and 
consultation was that critical infrastructure is typically planned, designed and 
operated in silos, with no single organisation responsible for all components 
of a system, let alone for the critical infrastructure ‘system-of-systems’. We 
have identified potential for much more cross learning between sectors, 
by studying what is done within sectors in depth, and focussing on what 
is transferrable and what can be cross-fertilised.  We believe that such 
transfer of knowledge and learning between sectors will provide inherent 
opportunities for much more integrated solutions to be developed.

There is however a growing recognition of the function of infrastructure 
projects as interventions in a system45. We found widespread confirmation 
that infrastructure interdependencies are important, and are becoming more 
so, for example due to the increasing reliance on technology, and therefore 
digital connectivity and power supply.  

To promote a shift in practice, we will need to 
transfer learning between sectors, and become 
much more consistent at identifying and 
managing infrastructure interdependencies.

http://isngi.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/ISNGI2017finalforweb.pdf
http://isngi.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/ISNGI2017finalforweb.pdf
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Jo da Silva OBE
Arup Fellow and Director, the Resilience Shift

New ways of thinking ... and working 

We think that how we do what we do is as important as 
what we do. Success depends on promoting new ways 
of both thinking and working that are collaborative  
and adaptive:  

Collaborative because resilience requires thinking about 
systems, not sectors, and at present there are few cases 
globally where a single organization is in charge of 
whole systems.

Adaptive because all of us involved with promoting 
resilience recognise the need for learning by doing and 
adapting goals and plans based on what we’ve learned. 
This is why we’ve turned to Peter Senge’s work, which 
is all about how to lead lasting and profound change.
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I need to know what to do 
on a Monday morning with 
6000 engineers and 4000 
pilots to make things better. 
If it doesn’t tell me that, I 
can’t use it.
Interviewee50 

50 Owen, D., Gill, S., Courtney, H., McDOnald, N., Liston, P. & Carrera, M. (2017) Exploring resilience in aviation and maritime transport – and how human factors 
can help. http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/026_Exploring-Resilience-in-Aviation-and-Maritime-Transport-And-How-Human-Factors-Can-
Help.pdf

http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/026_Exploring-Resilience-in-Aviation-and-Maritime-Transport-And-How-Human-Factors-Can-Help.pdf
http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/026_Exploring-Resilience-in-Aviation-and-Maritime-Transport-And-How-Human-Factors-Can-Help.pdf
http://resilienceshift.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/026_Exploring-Resilience-in-Aviation-and-Maritime-Transport-And-How-Human-Factors-Can-Help.pdf
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We attended the following events which contributed to the overall findings 
presented:

Assessing and planning for resilient critical infrastructure, October 2016
The Asset Management Conference, November 2016
‘Black Sky’ Infrastructure and Societal Resilience Workshop, January 2017
Finding a common approach to resilience, January 2017
Infrastructure Grand Challenges: Exhibition and Networking Forum, February 
2017
Anytown Workshop, March 2017
INTACT, March 2017
Infrastructure Interdependence in Practice, March 2017
Justifying Investment in Resilience, April 2017
Resilience Engineering Association Symposium, June 2017
Asset Management UK Conference, June 2017
ERIIP Showcase – Storms and Extreme Weather Events, September 2017
International Symposium for Next Generation Infrastructure, September 2017
From Reaction to Resilience: Progress in Managing Risks from Natural 
Catastrophes, November 2017
Intersections between Resilience and Risk, December 2017

This report presents a synthesis of numerous interviews, conversations, 
meetings, events and literature reviews and we are grateful to all those 
whose material is cited in this report, for building up, and making publically 
available the significant body of knowledge in the field of critical infrastructure 
resilience. 

Our colleagues in Arup responded positively and enthusiastically before, 
during and after our consultation, and provided us with a wealth of examples 
and experience, accompanied by a healthy degree of challenge.  

The grantees of the initial ‘Agenda Setting’ activities, which are published in 
full on www.resilienceshift.org/knowledge have produced a series of highly 
relevant knowledge products, which are only touched on in this summary 
report.   

We are grateful to our Programme Board for their insightful governance.  
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